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Key Summary Points

Acne scarring can affect any patient with
acne, regardless of severity, and place a
considerable psychological and
psychosocial burden on their lives.

Recent studies have shed new light on the
pathophysiology of acne and acne
scarring, confirming the role of family
history and the importance of early and
sustained treatment of inflammation for
acne scar prevention in all patients.

For many years we have relied on invasive,
physical treatments for acne scars but we
now have topical anti-inflammatory
treatments that can reduce the risk of acne
scarring, including 0.3% adapalene/2.5%
benzoyl peroxide.

Current challenges in acne scar prevention
include a lack of open communication
between patients and physicians and poor
treatment adherence.

Ultimately, we must consider and inform
our patients of their risk of acne scarring
in our initial treatment plans and treat
acne inflammation early and effectively to
achieve the best outcomes.

DIGITAL FEATURES

This article is published with digital features,
including a summary slide, to facilitate under-
standing of the article. To view digital features
for this article go to https://doi.org/10.6084/
m9.figshare.14679816.
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Acne of any severity can lead to acne scarring,
yet historically acne scars have only been
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considered as a consequence of severe or very
severe acne [1]. Indeed, among people with
acne scars, nearly a third have almost clear/mild
acne and 40% have moderate acne [1, 2]. Acne
scarring can reduce quality of life, and places a
significant psychological and psychosocial bur-
den on patients, including a lack of self-confi-
dence and concerns over body image [1, 2].
Thus, we must consider all patients, even those
with mild acne, for their risk of acne scarring
and provide early and sustained treatment to
prevent the long-term consequences [1]. Here,
we discuss acne scar risk assessment approaches,
our new understanding of the pathophysiology
of acne scarring, and the importance of open
communication and treatment adherence in
prevention strategies.

Currently, the risk of acne scarring is not
routinely assessed in all patients with acne
during consultations. Although the prevalence
of acne scarring is higher in those with severe
acne, physicians must thoroughly evaluate all
patients for scarring, as even those with super-
ficial lesions may be at risk [1]. The most
important risk factors are a family history of
acne scarring and delayed treatment of acne
lesions. Practical risk assessment tools such as
Tan et al.’s four-item, self-administered patient
questionnaire may help identify those at risk of
atrophic acne scars and in need of rapid and
effective treatment. This evidence-based tool
considers four risk factors: worst ever severity of
acne, duration of acne, family history of
atrophic acne scars, and lesion manipulation
behaviors [2]. Moreover, the facial acne scar
evaluation tool (FASET) is a simple and repro-
ducible method to assess existing scars, incor-
porating three domains: scar counts
(2–4 mm,[4 mm), overall global severity rat-
ing, and the concept of area of involvement
(scar dispersion) [3].

In our experience, the best approach for risk
assessment is to holistically evaluate patients in
person, where possible, considering all acne
lesions on a clean, makeup-free face. Recently,
teledermatology has gained traction; however,
it may be difficult to conduct an accurate
assessment of the skin, including the inflam-
mation profile, because of poor lighting and
video quality in teleconsultations. Thus,

telexpertise based on secure emails with patient
photographs can be useful for evaluating
patients over time, especially in the absence of
face-to-face consultations during the COVID-19
pandemic. However, as photographs cannot
depict the three-dimensional nature of some
acne lesions and scars, they should not replace
face-to-face consultations where possible.

Recent findings have shed new light on the
pathophysiology of acne and acne scarring.
Atrophic acne scars form in a continuous pro-
cess, primarily evolving from inflammatory
(papules) and post-inflammatory lesions [4]. It
is worth noting that in our experience, there are
two schools of thought regarding macular ery-
thema: some dermatologists believe it is a
transient inflammatory state associated with
the healing process, whereas others consider it a
precursor to acne scarring. The duration of
papules is a key driver of scar risk and long-lived
papules are characterized by a B cell (CD20?)
infiltrate [5]. There is an important link between
the duration and severity of inflammation, loss
of lipid-associated gene expression, and altered
sebaceous gland structure (via apoptosis and
necrosis), which leads to atrophic scars [4, 5].

Recently, Josse et al. showed bacterial colo-
nization in microcomedones, confirming the
role of bacteria early in the development of acne
lesions [6]. During lesion development, the pro-
inflammatory profile of Cutibacterium acnes in
normal skin changes as a result of the activation
of virulence genes [7]. C. acnes modifies the
sebum via bacterial metabolism, secreting
enzymes that produce pro-inflammatory free-
fatty acids, which kick-start the inflammatory
process [6]. There is also a loss of balance
between the different C. acnes phylotypes, and a
dysbiosis of the skin microbiome (involving
Staphylococcus epidermidis and C. acnes) in the
superficial dermis, which contribute to inflam-
mation. Evidence suggests that restoring
microbial diversity may prevent the abnormal
healing of acne lesions, highlighting the need
for anti-inflammatory treatments that modify
the skin microbiome [8].

It is important to maintain a balance
between matrix metalloproteinases and their
inhibitors as well as pro-inflammatory and anti-
inflammatory cytokines to avoid acne scarring.
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Currently, the best way to achieve this aim is via
early, effective, and sustained treatment of acne
lesions [4]. We typically aim to achieve greater
than 50% clearance with initial treatment, fol-
lowed by topical agents as maintenance therapy
to avoid relapse. Notably, the risk of acne scar-
ring is not limited to adolescence, as acne (and
thus acne scarring) can persist or recur in
adulthood. For example, face-mask-induced
acne (‘‘maskne’’) is becoming prevalent among
adults during the COVID-19 pandemic. This
emphasizes the importance of encouraging
maintenance therapy, particularly as patients
may find it difficult to adhere to their treatment
for more than 6 months.

Until now, we have typically relied on inva-
sive, physical treatments for acne scarring. For
the first time, we have evidence for a new, pre-
ventative approach with a topical agent, 0.3%
adapalene/2.5% benzoyl peroxide (A/BPO),
which demonstrated a reduction in atrophic
scars over 6 months in a randomized, vehicle-
controlled, split-face, clinical study [9]. Both
0.1% A/BPO and 0.3% A/BPO are important
non-invasive and effective acne treatments,
which can be used in patients with any acne
severity [9, 10]. In line with current guidelines,
we generally consider topical retinoids or fixed
combinations for the treatment of mild to
moderate acne, and a combination regimen of
topical treatments with antibiotics or iso-
tretinoin for more severe acne or nodular
lesions, respectively. However, these preventa-
tive strategies do not apply to excoriated
lesions; the healing process for mechanical
manipulation is distinct and so we must con-
tinue to deter patients from excoriation from a
young age.

Key challenges in the prevention of acne
scarring include limited time during consulta-
tions, lack of open physician–patient commu-
nication, and poor treatment adherence.
Patients with acne scars experience a psycho-
logical burden, and are typically discouraged by
the fact that their existing scars cannot be
treated. It is important to create a comfort-
able environment for patients to discuss their
acne scars and provide hope for prevention of
future scarring. Some patients are deterred by
the need for long-term treatment and thus do

not initiate the conversation during consulta-
tions. Educating patients on the basic patho-
physiology of acne scarring may motivate them
to act and prevent further scars appearing in the
future. For example, using a simple visual tool
or diagram illustrating the role of inflammation
and bacteria in the development of acne scar-
ring may help patients understand the need for
early and sustained treatment. We appreciate
that the knowledge transfer from physician to
patient can be difficult; nurses can play an
important role in patient education, particu-
larly when there is limited time during consul-
tations, and influencers on social media
platforms can be a useful reference/role model,
particularly for younger patients.

Ultimately, there has been significant pro-
gress in the field in recent years leading to an
improved understanding of the underlying
pathophysiology of acne scarring, including the
implication of bacterial colonization of micro-
comedones [4–8]. These findings confirm the
importance of thorough evaluation and early
and sustained treatment of inflammation for
acne scar prevention in all patients regardless of
their acne severity. Thus, we must collectively
consider the risk of acne scarring in our initial
treatment plans and encourage treatment
adherence to achieve the best outcomes for our
patients.
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